
Benefits 
1. Support spectrum compatibility with analog systems, which can efficiently use existing 
infrastructure equipment and migrate from analog to digital easily.

2. Featured with GPS position and visualized dispatching, the location information can be transferred 
in time and disaster relief can be more efficiently.

3. Hytera's DMR terminals also bring the user more digital experience, like superior audio 
performance, double capacity, and system flexibility through simultaneous voice and data 
application.

Considering the limit of the analog communication system, the customer decided to upgrade to 
digital communication system at the first stage with  Hytera dispatch system, DMR terminal PD78X 
portable radio and MD78X mobile radio. 

With DMR technology, the customer can enjoy the advanced digital command and dispatch. 
Besides the superior audio performance and GPS positioning features, the terminals can 
automatically switch the channel when the crossing-area exercises happen. The customer can 
realize visualized command and dispatch through Hytera dispatch system. 

Later, about 2000 Hytera RD98X DMR repeaters will be installed in the whole precinct area to realize 
the whole area IP network, and the customer can also flexibly create target area IP network.  
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Background
Forest fires are very destructive. It will generate great damage to ecological environment and local 

economic development. Jiangsu communication system for forest fire prevention was constructed in 

the late 1980s, using analog radio, whose communication coverage failed to meet the current 

demand for forest fire prevention. 

State-wide Networking, Three-level Dispatching
Hytera DMR Solutions Successfully Deployed in Jiangsu Forestry

Customer Demands
In recent years, the number of the province's forestry end-user has been in a rapid increase, which 

resulted in high traffic and serious channel blockage. In analog communication system, multiple 

frequencies at the overlap area among the same network or different networks interfered with each 

other, causing low efficiency. In addition, the old systems were badly damaged by lightning and 

other factors. In the event of fire, the old communication system couldn't meet the demands of 

dispatching because of its inaccurate positioning and poor communication. 

Forestry Bureau of Jiangsu Province, China

Market segment
Forestry 

Project time
2013

Products
Hytera dispatch system 
PD78X Portable Radio 
MD78X Mobile Radio
RD98X Repeater

Solution features
IP-interconnect Base station network
Mobile emergency communication system
Flexible networking & dispatching center
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Background

User
Leeds Metropolitan University, UK

Market segment
Education

Project time 
2011

Products
PD78X Portable Radio
RD98X Repeater

Solution features
Full Coverage
Pseudo-Trunking 
IP Multi-site Connect
Two-year Warranty 

Committed to preparing all its students for the world of work in the best possible way, Leeds 

Metropolitan University (Leeds Met) is one of the most popular universities in the UK with over 30,000 

students and 2,800 staff at the separate campuses in the city centre and across the northern suburbs 

of Leeds. 

For the security department, they have the commitment to their students and staff to keep these 

campuses safe, while this complex university site which combines historic and modern buildings 

presented widespread communications problems under the existing analog communication system. 

They need to invest in advanced technology that can better support them in daily security work.

Barrier Broken, Security Built

Customer Demands

Different from a lot of universities, which are isolated and got everything in one place, the Leeds Met 

has two separate campuses: City centre & Headingley, which have a lot of sky-high buildings and low 

buildings, underground car parks and a lot of areas that have got other things in between.

Under the old analog communication system, the security officers encountered a lot of black spots 

during patrolling and there was even no signal in the underground parking. If anything had 

happened to the staff down there, they would have been unable to radio for help. All these 

limitations made it urgent to replace this ageing system with a modern multi-site digital radio 

network to serve the whole range of university premises.

Hytera Provides Smooth Communication to UK University 
with DMR solutions

PD78X RD98X

U
tilities Services
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Hytera Solutions
After analyzing the customer’s existing communication system and development trend, Hytera 

built an emergency communication system based on communication network formed by DMR 

technology and wireless link networking technology to improve communications coverage and 

transmission rate, to ensure in the event of forest fires a variety of communication means can be 

used, thereby minimizing the loss caused by the forest fires. The whole project includes 9 

provincial & municipal dispatch centers, 32 county dispatch centers, 74 fixed base stations and 46 

mobile base stations.

Features of Hytera Solutions
With the newly-built Hytera digital communication system, Jiangsu forest fire prevention 

communication system forms a three-level dispatching network connecting the provincial, 

municipal and county dispatching centers together, which fully prepares for the fire prevention 

work. 

IP-interconnect Base station network  

The system supports network interconnect via the IP port of repeater to form a provincial forest 

communication system, which also realizes interconnect between base stations in forest areas and 

control centers, using digital wireless links.

Mobile emergency communication system 

At the scene of an emergency, there are many personals with different wireless communications 

equipments. Frequency allocation becomes hard, and even the existing base station’s signal 

cannot cover the stricken area. With RD98X mobile repeaters, the signal coverage can get to the 

scene and can also be connected with the control center to ensure a timely and efficient commanding 

and dispatching. 

Flexible networking & dispatching center 

Characterized by C/S structure, modularized design and VoIP, Hytera dispatch system delivers the 

customer an enhanced dispatching and deployment platform with tailored communications 

network and control center.
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